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  What do I need clockodo for?  

clockodo is a smart tool to track your working time easily but 
precisely, match time entries to customers and projects, and 
evaluate and apply the data. clockodo organizes your time track-
ing, simplifies invoicing, and frees up space for core tasks. Using 
clockodo, managers benefit from always acting within the law – 
for example concerning the Working Hours Act. 

  Why is clockodo so unique?  

clockodo turns an important but unpleasant topic into a user- 
friendly tool. Users don’t need instructions thanks to an intuitive 
interface. The function in focus is the clockodo stop watch you 
can activate with just one click. It operates as a desktop application 
in your bureau and as a smartphone app on the road.  Optimized 
processes and different functions help you, your  employees,  
and the whole company to operate best.

Ready-to-use and easy to handle



Among the most established cloud-based time recordings

What is clockodo? 
clockodo is a time tracking software for small and medium sized 
businesses. Ready-to-use. Extremely easy. Precise and reliable. 
Several thousand companies and freelancers use clockodo daily, 
tracking their working time, controlling resources, and staying on top 
of things. As one of the most established cloud-based time tracking 
programs throughout the market, clockodo offers the best mix of 
technical maturity and permanent development.



  What does clockodo cost?  

You can always use clockodo to its full 
extend. The monthly price depends on the 
number of users.

Exact, reliable, and cost-efficient

  Who benefits from clockodo?  

clockodo is built for small and medium sized 
businesses as well as freelancers who need a 
time tracking software compatible with other 
applications.

  How can I use clockodo?  

Create an account at www.clockodo.com and 
try it for 14 days – no credit card required. 

  Is there support?   

We offer support via e-mail with personal 
point of contact.

  Who develops clockodo?  

The software company clickbits GmbH in 
Unna, Germany, created clockodo in 2011. 
Since then, clickbits develops the tool  
continually.

User 11 and up:

3.50 €
per user per month

1-10 users:

6.50 €
per user per month





→   Interfaces to billing and payroll apps

→   Customer- and project-based time tracking

→   Individual reports and analyses

→   Automatic time sheets and working time accounts

→   Absence manager

→   Variable access rights for team members

→    Compliance with Working Hours Act

→   Hosting in Germany (GDPR)

Time tracking with many features:

clickbits GmbH | Friedrich-Ebert-Str. 61 | 59425 Unna| Germany | support@clockodo.com

Start free trial: 

www.clockodo.com 


